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Single-molecule approach to dispersed kinetics and dynamic disorder:
Probing conformational fluctuation and enzymatic dynamics

X. Sunney Xie
Department of Chemistry and Chemical Biology, Harvard University, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138

~Received 23 September 2002; accepted 27 September 2002!

This article reviews our efforts in understanding dynamical fluctuations of both conformation and
enzymatic reactivity in single biomolecules. The single-molecule approach is shown to be
particularly powerful for studies of dispersed kinetics and dynamic disorder. New single-molecule
observations have revealed conformational transitions occurring on a broad range of timescales,
100ms–10 s, offering new clues for understanding energy landscape of proteins, as well as the
structural and chemical dynamics therein. ©2002 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1521159#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Perhaps the most profound contribution of the sing
molecule approach to biophysical chemistry or even che
cal biology is the ability to record movies of molecular m
tions and to follow the chemical activities of individua
macromolecules or their complexes. This is particularly i
portant in the post-genome era when structural biology
yielded a vast amount of information about the structures
biomolecular machineries. When the first structural mod
of proteins became available, Jeremy Knowles, a renow
enzymologist now at Harvard, observed that ‘‘making
model of a horse from photographs does not necessarily
us how fast it can run.’’1 While structural information is
essential, the dynamics are important to the understandin
functions. The famous 1878 fast photography of a runn
horse by Eadweard Muybridge, the father of motion pictur
pointed to the obvious importance of motion pictures in o
serving dynamics.2 The advent of ultrafast spectroscopy h
allowed monitoring of molecular motions with femtoseco
time resolution.3 However, these experiments have been c
ducted with large ensembles of molecules and often req
coherent motions of the molecules. Such coherence is
ated by short laser pulses and is only maintained on
subpicosecond time scale, an event comparable to a pac
racehorses leaving the gate. Under this condition, ensem
averaged dynamics is identical to single-molecule dynam
At longer time scales, however, the coherence is lost. T
corresponds to a situation where different horses have di
ent actions at different times. Most enzymatic reactions
cur at the time scales of millisecond to second, at wh
molecules do not evolve synchronously. Single-molecule
periments circumvent the necessity of synchronization
many molecules, and provide detailed dynamical informat
hidden in ensemble-averaged experiments.

Molecular dynamics~MD! simulations are virtual single
molecule experiments that provide vivid movies of molec
lar motions. MD has substantially enhanced our knowled
of macromolecular dynamics.4 Unfortunately, the accessibl
time scale of MD has been limited to microseconds,5 while
the actual motions of a biomolecule span from femtoseco
11020021-9606/2002/117(24)/11024/9/$19.00
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to seconds or longer. It has been argued that the ultra
conformational dynamics probed by MD simulations to da
have little functional importance besides a few fast pho
chemical reactions such as the vision process or prim
events of photosynthesis, and only the energetics probe
MD is of biochemical importance.6 On a single-molecule
basis, the event of a chemical reaction occurs on a subp
second time scale. However, the waiting time for the react
to occur is usually much longer because of the low proba
ity for acquiring enough energy to reach the transition sta
The subpicoseond conformational dynamics only affects
short-lived transition state and determines the transmis
coefficient in transition state theory.7,8 It has been well estab
lished that dynamics beyond the MD simulation time sca
such as conformational gating of chemical reactions and c
formational changes triggered by either ligand binding
chemical reactions is crucially important to macromolec
functions. However, for the reason described above, it
been difficult to study the slow conformational changes
ensemble-averaged experiments. Single-molecule exp
ments allow the study of these motions and their influence
chemical reactions at a greater level of detail.

With the advent of a variety of single-molecule tec
niques, movies or trajectories of single enzyme molecule
work have been recorded for many enzymatic systems.9–17

More and more single-molecule assays are being develo
Some of these assays are easier or better than the ense
averaged assays, while others have no ensemble-aver
equivalents. It is fair to say that, due to the efforts of ma
groups, the single-molecule approach has changed the
not only biophysical but also biochemical problems are
dressed. New insights derived from the single-molecule
proach continue to emerge.

The hallmark of the single-molecule movies or trajec
ries is the ability to capture transient intermediates, wh
are difficult to detect in ensemble-averaged experiments
cause of their low concentrations. In some cases, rather lo
lived intermediates, such as RNA folding intermediates14

can be observed through their spectroscopic identities
other cases, the existence of the intermediates in enzym
4 © 2002 American Institute of Physics
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11025J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 117, No. 24, 22 December 2002 Single-molecule kinetics
reactions, such as the Michaelis–Menten intermediates12 or
those involved in ATP hydrolysis,11 cannot be detected di
rectly because of the lack of observables, but can be infe
from the statistical analyses of single-molecule trajector
A short review article on this subject has appeared.18

Another emerging contribution of single-molecule r
search is the study of conformational fluctuations at en
matically relevant time scales and their influence on b
chemical reactions. Observations of conformation fluctuat
are made through optical measurements such as spectra
fusion of emission spectra,12 fluorescence resonance ener
transfer,19 and photo-induced electron transfer.20 This is a
subject related to the long-standing issues of disperse k
ics and dynamic disorder.21 In this article, we give a survey
of the phenomenon of dynamic disorder associated with c
formational fluctuation and the new information extracta
from single-molecule experiments.

II. DISPERSED KINETICS AND DYNAMIC DISORDER

Dispersed kinetics exists for many condensed-phase
tems, biological systems in particular. A well-known e
ample is the ligand-recombination kinetics of myoglobin fo
lowing photodissociation.22–25 Dispersed kinetics has als
been observed in ion channels26,27 using the patch clamp
technique,28 the first single-molecule technique. Ensemb
averaged experiments often report multiexponential pop
tion decays. However, given more than three exponential
is difficult to distinguish them in practice. The stretched e
ponential, known as Kohlrausch–Williams–Watts functio
is a phenomenological fitting function in the form of ex
@2(t/t0)

g#. It was first used to describe mechanical creep
glassy fibers,29 and more than a century later adapted to
scribe dielectric constants of glassy and polyme
materials.30 The universality of the stretched exponential
nature has been a subject of extensive inquiry.31–33 Practi-
cally, the stretched exponential function conveniently d
scribes the dynamics spanning a broad range of time sc
with only two adjustable parameters instead of numer
exponentials.

Let us consider a population decay, such as that of
excited fluorophore in protein, or that of an enzym
substrate complex undergoing a catalytic reaction. Conc
examples of both will be given below. The general proced
is to fit the experimentally-determined population decay
survival probability,P(t), with multiple exponential decay
with different rate constants,ki , and amplitude,ai ,

P~ t !5(
i

ai exp~2ki t !. ~1!

The decay rate constant can also have a continuous dist
tion:

P~ t !5E
0

`

P̃~k!exp~2kt!dk, ~2!

with the probability density of decay components,P̃(k), be-
ing the inverse Laplace transform ofP(t),
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P̃~k!5L21$P~ t !%5
1

2p E
b2 i`

b1 i`

P~ t !ektdt. ~3!

In principle, P̃(k) is deducible fromP(t). For example, the
P̃(k) for the stretched exponentialP(t) is known.34 In prac-
tice, however,P̃(k) cannot be accurately computed from di
crete experimental data ofP(t) because of the numerica
instability of the inverse Laplace transform,35 i.e, a small
error in P(t) results in a large error inP̃(k). As an alterna-
tive, the maximum entropy method~MEM! has been used to
determine theP̃(k) from ensemble-averaged decay data36

Whereas MEM provides better estimates of exponen
components and their amplitudes, it does not provide ac
rate and unique distributions of the rates.

What is implied in Eqs.~1! and~2! is a static distribution
or a slow interconversion among the states with different r
constants. For two conformational states with decay rate c
stants,k1 andk2 , the total population is a double exponenti
decay

P0~ t !5a1 exp~2k1t !1a2 exp~2k2t !, ~4!

wherea1 anda2 are the fraction of the two states. Now let u
introduce the interconversion between the two states, wi
rate constantv, and discuss its effect on Eq.~4!:

State 1→
k1

v↑↓v ~5!

State 2→
k2

By solving the master equation for the kinetic scheme in E
~5! using matrix algebra,37 the total population decay is stil
a double exponential decay,

P~ t !5x1exp~2k1t !1x2 exp~2k2t ! ~6!

with the two rate constants~eigenvalues! being

k65 1
2 ~k11k212v6Ak1

222k1k21k2
214v2!, ~7!

and the two amplitudes,x1 andx2 , dependent ona1 anda2

at time zero.
Figure 1 shows howk1 , k2 , x1 andx2 change as a

function of v, assumingk151, k2510, a15a250.5. When
v@k1 , k2 , k25(k11k2)/2, and k152n. Interestingly,
x1 , the amplitude of the faster component, approaches z
with increasingv. Therefore,P(t) becomes a single expo
nential, with a decay constant being the mean ofk1 andk2 at
large v. This is similar to the motional narrowing phenom
enon of spectral line shapes.38,39Such ‘‘motional narrowing’’
exists for fast interconversion not only between two sta
but also among multiple or continuous distribution of stat

Here we stress several points: First,P(t) can be mean-
ingfully decomposed to sum or distribution of exponent
decays of individual states@Eqs. ~1!, ~2!# only when inter-
conversion among states is much slower than the individ
decay rate constants. Second, it is practically impossible
extract the interconversion dynamics fromP(t). For ex-
ample, one cannot determine if a double exponential deca
due to two static states@Eq. ~4!# or two interchanging state
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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11026 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 117, No. 24, 22 December 2002 X. Sunney Xie
@Eq. ~6!#. Finally, even an apparent single exponential de
can arise from fast interconversion among states of va
different decay rate constants.

In summary, there are two difficulties associated w
knowing only the population decayP(t). First, it is practi-
cally impossible to determine the distribution of rate co
stants from an experimentally-determinedP(t). Second, it is
impossible to distinguish static heterogeneity from dynam
fluctuation of the decay rate constant. Single-molecule m
surements provide not only the distribution of the rates
also the dynamics of interconverison within the distributio
Below, we give two examples in the context of conform
tional and enzymatic dynamics, respectively. The method
ogy is generally applicable to other processes.

FIG. 1. The effect of motional narrowing. For the kinetic scheme of Eq.~5!
the total population decay is a biexponential decay,P(t)5x1 exp(2k1t)
1x2 exp(2k2t). k1 andk2 ~a! x1 andx2 ~b! are plotted as functions o
v, assumingk1510, k251, a15a250.5 in Eqs.~4! and ~5!. When v50
~static disorder!, k1 andk2 arek1 andk2 , respectively. With increasingv,
the amplitude (x1) of the faster component (k1→2n) approaches zero and
P(t) becomes a single exponential decay with the rate constant (k2) ap-
proaching the mean ofk1 andk2 .
Downloaded 01 Feb 2003 to 128.103.60.225. Redistribution subject to A
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III. CONFORMATIONAL DYNAMICS

Fluorescence decay is a good probe for the local en
ronment of a fluorophore, and is usually measured with
time-correlated single-photon counting method,40 by which a
train of high-repetition laser pulses excites the sample.
each detected photon, one measures the delay time with
spect to its excitation pulse@Fig. 2~a!#. Then one can compile
a histogram of the delay times@Fig. 2~b!#, which is the con-
volution of P(t) with an instrumental response functio
This method works for both ensemble-averaged and sin
molecule experiments. Figure 2~b! depicts such a histogram
of a single dye molecule,41 reported shortly after Eric
Betzig’s seminal demonstration of single-molecule imag
at room temperature with near-field microscopy.42 The decay
was single exponential, which indicates either no fluctuat
of the fluorescence decay rate constant or much faster
tuation than the fluorescence decay~motionally narrowed!.
Multiexponential decays of single molecules were sub
quently reported43–45indicating conformational fluctuation a
a time scale longer than the fluorescence decays.

Figure 3 shows the multiexponential decay of a sin
natural fluorophore, flavin adenine dinucleotide~FAD!, in
the binding pocket of an enzyme molecule, flavin:NAD

FIG. 2. ~a! Schematic of a train of laser excitation pulses and detec
fluorescence photons. A histogram of photon delay time,tp , is compiled in
a time-correlated single-photon counting experiment.~b! Fluorescence de-
cay of a single sulforhodamine 101 molecule on a glass surface. The d
is best fit with a single exponential~2.0 ns! convoluted with the instrument
response~inset!. The weighted residuals are shown above.~Adapted from
Ref. 41.!
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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11027J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 117, No. 24, 22 December 2002 Single-molecule kinetics
oxidoreductase~Fre!. The single-molecule decay is similar t
the ensemble-averaged decay, which is best fit by MEM w
four components,;0.03 ~25%!, 0.20 ~52%!, ;0.45 ~21%!
and;3.1 ns~1.2%!. The distribution of decay rate constan
for reasons described above, cannot be deduced from e
the ensemble-averaged or the single-molecule histogra
The multiexponential decay of the single molecule points
the fact that the fluorescence decay rate constant fluctu
during the course of measurements. However, the histog
cannot tell how fast the decay rate constant fluctuates w
time, which can be extracted from the single-molecule t
jectory. The easiest analysis is the autocorrelation functio
k21 fluctuation,

C~ t !5^Dk~0!21Dk~ t !21&, ~8!

where Dk(t)215k(t)212^k21&, and the bracket indicate
time average.C(0) gives the variance. The decay ofC(t)
gives the time scale of the fluctuation, i.e., the memory tim

The fluorescence decay rate constant of a fluorophor
affected by the presence of a quencher either through fl
rescence energy transfer~FRET!46 or electron transfer~ET!20

In this way, the lifetime serves as a distance-dependent p
for conformation fluctuation. The FRET rate constant is d
pendent on the center-to-center distance between the d
~fluorophore! and acceptor~quencher! to the inverse sixth
power, and is sensitive to motions on the order of Fo¨rster
radius, usually a few nanometers. FRET has found a br
range of applications in studies of conformational dynam
While ET in biological systems has been extensiv
studied,48 the use of ET in conformational analyses20 is yet to
be fully explored. ET rate constants have an exponential
pendence on the edge-to-edge distance between the d
and acceptor, and are sensitive to motions on the angs
scale. We thus have

k~ t !5k0e2bx(t), ~9!

FIG. 3. Fluorescence decay~histogram oftp) for a single Fre/FAD com-
plex. The decay is multiexponential, as indicated by a poor fit with a sin
exponential decay~dashed line!. Also shown is the instrumental respons
function. See Ref. 20 for experimental details.
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where b;1.0– 1.4 Å21 for proteins.49–51 Although the k
fluctuation might be induced by orientation and energe
fluctuations, it is most sensitive to distance fluctuation b
cause of the exponential dependence.20 For example, the fas
fluorescence quenching in Fig. 3 is dominated by ET from
nearby tyrosine residue~donor! to the flavin fluorophore~ac-
ceptor!. The positions of the ET donor and acceptor in the
kD protein is shown in Fig. 4.20

Before we present the experimentally measured corr
tion functions, let’s consider two simple models of rate co
stant fluctuation. First, a two-state model assumes two c
formers with different lifetimes, k1

21 and k2
21 , and

interconversion rate constants ofv12 andv21 between them.
It can be shown that the correlation function of fluorescen
lifetime is:52

C~ t !5
~k1

212k2
21!2v12v21

~v121v21!
2 exp@2~v121v21!t#. ~10!

This model describes the behavior of dynamic equilibriu
between the two states. It corresponds to thermally-activa
barrier crossing between the potential wells of two conf
mational states.

The second model is the Brownian diffusion mod
which deals with a continuous distribution of rather th
discrete decay rate constants. The fluctuation donor–acce
distance,x, can be modeled as Brownian diffusion within
harmonic well using the Langevin equation:53

m
d2x

dt2
52mv2~x2xeq!2h

dx

dt
1F~ t !, ~11!

where m is the reduced mass, a harmonic wellV(x)

5 1
2 mv2(x2xeq)

2 is located at the equilibrium positionxeq,
h is the friction coefficient, andF(t) is the random fluctuat-
ing force. Under the overdamped condition, the accelera
~left side! is zero, so Eq.~11! becomes21

e

FIG. 4. Structure of the Fre/FAD complex based on M. Ingelman, S.
maswamy, V. Nivie´re, M. Fontecave, and H. Eklund@Biochemistry38, 7040
~1999!#. Natural fluorescence from the flavin ring of FAD is quenched
the nearby Tyr35 residue through excited-state electron transfer. The ET
is used to probe fluctuation of the edge-to-edge distance,x, between the
donor ~tyrosine! and acceptor~flavin ring!.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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dx

dt
52l~x2xeq!1 f ~ t !, ~12!

wherel is the drifting coefficient,l5mv2/h, and the ran-
dom variable f (t)5F(t)/h is assumed to be white nois
with mean^ f (t)&50. The fluctuation dissipation theorem53

relates the fluctuation off (t) with l such that

^ f ~ t ! f ~ t8!&52lud~ t2t8!, ~13!

whereu5^Dx2&5kBT/mv2, kB is the Boltzman constant.
It follows that the autocorrelation ofx is

^Dx~0!Dx~ t !&5ue2lt. ~14!

In the time-correlated single-photon counting experiment,
do not measurex(t) directly, but stochastic realization ofk.
The correlation function ofk21 is easier to obtain and les
noisy than that ofx(t).47 We have shown that the autocorr
lation function ofk21 associated with ET is

C~ t !5^Dk~ t !21Dk~0!21&

5k0
22 exp~2bxeq1b2u!@211exp~b2ue2lt!#.

~15!

Note that Eqs.~14! and ~15! are characterized by a sing
time scalel21.

In a single-molecule experiment, we cannot determ
the k(t) at a particular moment of time because of the s
chastic arrival times of individual photons. The convention
method is to bin detected photons in long time intervals. T
drawback is that it sacrifices the time resolution and lim
the range of accessible time scales given a finite numbe
detectable photons before photobleaching of the fluoroph
In the article by Yanget al. in this issue,47 we present a new
method analyzing lifetime trajectories on a photon-b
photon basis, which not only improves the time resolution

FIG. 5. Autocorrelation function of fluorescence lifetime fluctuation,C(t),
of the same Fre/FAD complex as in Fig. 3, plotted in logarithmic scale
time. The data is fit with a stretched exponential decay, exp@2(t/t0)

g#, with
g50.17, andt051.4 ms. TheC(t) unravels protein conformational fluc
tuation spanning a broad range of time scales. TheC(t) also fits well with
the anomalous diffusion model@Eq. ~16!#. Inset: Distribution of fluorescence
lifetimes of the same single Fre/FAD complex.
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C(t) but also extends the detectable time scales to a bro
range. In order to have high time resolution, we need sh
bins. The uncertainty in each bin is increased. However,
uncorrelated fluctuation in different time bins will only con
tribute to the variance,C(0), but not toC(t) beyond zero
time. With this method, time resolution of theC(t) can be as
high as one over the photon count rate.47 In principle, sub-
microsecond time resolution is possible, allowing dire
comparison between MD simulations and single-molec
experiments in the future.

Shown in Fig. 5 is theC(t) of an FAD/Fre complex in
linear logarithm scale, which was obtained with the photo
by-photon method.20 This is an interesting result in regard t
the dynamical properties of proteins. If there were no d
tance fluctuation,C(t) would be a spike only at time zero
Instead, the decay ofC(t) spans four decades of time scale
reflecting conformational changes, fluctuation ofx in par-
ticular, occurring from 1 ms to 10 s. TheC(t) in Fig. 5 can
be fit well with a stretched exponential, exp@2(t/t0#

g#, with
g50.17 andt051.4 ms.

The time scale of fluctuation at room temperature
rather long, so much so that some people were surprise
its existence. In an ensemble-averaged study of confor
tional changes of myoglobin after photodissociation of
bound ligand, stretched exponential kinetics of conform
tional relaxation ranging from picosecond to microseco
time scale was observed at room tempertaure.25 This was
probed with a near infrared spectral transition of the hem
which is highly sensitive to the protein environment, How
ever, as discussed earlier, the ensemble-averaged mea
ment could not distinguish dynamic disorder from static d
order. Our measuredC(t) provides a direct measurement
the interconversion among the conformers at an even lon
time scale~100 ms–10 s! for a protein smaller than myoglo
bin.

An important distinction between our single-molecu
experiment and the previous ensemble-averaged photod
ciation experiments22–25 is that our experiment probes equ
librium fluctuation. In contrast, the previous experimen
probed nonequilibrium relaxation. Although photoexcitati
of the fluorophore in our experiment leads to electron tra
fer on the excited state, the back transfer completes with
few nanoseconds such that both donor and acceptor retu
their original states. TheC(t) is independent of excitation
intensity, indicating the observed fluctuation originated fro
the spontaneous fluctuation of the ground electronic st
rather than photoinduced processes.20 Although nuclear mag-
netic resonance spectroscopy is capable of probing spont
ous motions from microsecond to millisecond time scale,54 it
is also an ensemble-averaged experiment.

In addition toC(t), we can determine the distribution o
k by constructing a histogram ofk measured in fixed time
intervals~course grained!, as shown in Fig. 5. The potentia
of mean force, can be experimentally determined byV(x)
52kBTlnp(x). p(x) is the probability density ofx for the
entire trajectory, mapped fromP̃(k), and is shown in Fig. 6.
The bottom of the potential of mean force is near harmon

The stretched exponentialC(t) cannot be explained by
the two-state or Brownian diffusion model discussed abo
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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It points to the existence of multiple conformational states
a wide range of time scales, which is consistent with
energy landscape picture popularized by Ha
Frauenfelder.55 According to this picture, conformationa
states correspond to the minima of multidimensional pot
tial energy surfaces. This intuition resulted from extens
ensemble-averaged experiments on recombination kinetic
photodissociated ligands in heme proteins.23 At low tempera-
tures, the recombination kinetics is highly dispersed beca
of static heterogeneity of the conformal states. At eleva
temperatures, the kinetics becomes less dispersed~motion-
ally narrowed! because of interconversion among the conf
mational states. Current computational approaches can
culate the free energies of the conformational states, e.g.
local minima; those within a fewkBT will be populated sig-
nificantly. However, it is a difficult task to compute the ba
rier heights connecting the local minima, some promis
methodology not withstanding.56–59 There are small barrier
and large barriers. Assuming an Arrhenius process wit
prefactor of 1012 s21, if a barrier height is 0.5 kcal/mol, a
conformational transition takes place on the picosecond t
scale; if a barrier height is 16 kcal/mol, a conformation
transition takes place on the second time scale.

The experimentally accessible one-dimensional~1D! co-
ordinate,x, varies as the three dimensional structure of
protein/flavin complex changes. The projection of the mu
dimensional potential to thex coordinate gives fluctuating
1D potential. Its short time average is the ‘‘transient pote
tial’’ depicted in the inset of Fig. 6, which is a rugged fun
tion of x. The barrier height for escaping a particularx has a
broad distribution, which is associated with the broad ran
of survival times for the three-dimensional~3D! conforma-
tional states with the particularx. The long-time average o
the transient potential is the smooth potential of mean fo
The single-molecule trajectories provide much richer inf
mation regarding the properties of the energy landscape
the dynamics within than previous ensemble experiment

FIG. 6. Potential of mean force calculated from the lifetime trajectory of
same Fre/FAD complex as in Fig. 3 and 5. The dashed line is a fit
harmonic potential of mean force,V0(x)5kBT(x2xeq)

2/2u. T is 300 K and
u50.13 Å2. Inset: A sketch of a rugged transient potential that has a dis
bution of fluctuating barrier heights.
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Our data indicated that the trapping time at a particulax
can be rather long, resulting from the metastable 3D str
tures trapped in deep potential wells. The stretched expon
tial C(t) cannot be explained by the Brownian diffusio
model@Eq. ~15!#. This is because the model implies a dist
bution of trapping time~t! at a particularx with a finite
mean. For example, the finite mean can be the time cons
of an exponentialt distribution associated with equal barrie
heights in the 1D potential. In contrast, there might be
power law distribution of the trapping time, 1/t11a, 0,a
,1, which has no finite first moment. This might arise fro
a distribution of the fluctuating barrier height in the rugg
1D potential. This is the subdiffusion regime of anomalo
diffusion, in which the mean square displacement is^Dx2&
}ta, in the absence of bound potential,V(x)50. Anomalous
diffusion has been extensively studied60 and has been used t
address protein motion.61 Recently, Klafter and co-workers
developed a theory to describe subdiffusive motion within
potential based on a fractional Fokker–Planck equat
~FFPE!.62 Taking V0(R)5kBT(x2xeq)

2/2u as the potential
~Fig. 6!, we solved the FFPE forC(t),47

C~ t !5k0
22 exp~2bxeq1b2u!@exp~b2ue2hata/G(11a)!21#,

~16!

whereha is the generalized drift coefficient and has a fra
tional unit of s2a, and G(z)5*0

`yz21e2ydy is the gamma
function. As shown in Fig. 5, Eq.~16! fits the experimental
data extremely well,20 with a50.17 andha52.9 s2a. Al-
though other theoretical models, such as spin gl
model63–66 might also account for the observation, the a
vantage of the FFPE approach is that it provides a sim
physical picture and has only two adjustable parameters

The microscopic picture of the conformational states
not yet known. The nature of the barriers is a subject of
current investigation. The barrier heights among the con
mational states are significant, but not unphysically high, a
are comparable to breaking and reforming a few hydrog
bonds. The power law distribution of the trapping time aris
from an exponential distribution of the barrier heights.23,67

The existence of large barrier heights results in conform
tional fluctuation at the time scale of enzymatic reactio
What is the implication of the phenomenon to enzyma
dynamics?

IV. ENZYMATIC DYNAMICS

In 1998, Lu et al. made an observation that the enz
matic turnover rate of a single enzyme molecule fluctuate
the time scale comparable to the enzymatic reaction,
attributed the fluctuation to conformational changes.12 The
enzyme is cholesterol oxidase~COx!. The active site of the
enzyme involves a tightly-bound FAD. Cholesterol is ox
dized to cholesterone by the FAD via the Michaelis–Men
mechanism:

E-FAD1S�
k2

k1

E-FAD-S——→
kcat

E-FADH21P, ~17!

FADH2 in the enzyme is then oxidized by oxygen to rege
erate FAD.
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E-FADH21O2 ——→
k3

E-FAD1H2O2. ~18!

As shown in Fig. 7, fluorescence of a single enzyme m
ecule turns on and off as the FAD switches between
oxidized ~fluorescent! and reduced~nonfluorescent! states,
respectively. Each on–off cycle corresponds to an enzym
turnover. The stochastic emission on-times~t! correspond to
the ‘‘waiting times’’ for the FAD reduction reaction@Eq.
~17!# to complete.

We now consider the situation whenkcat is rate-limiting
~at saturating substrate concentration!. The population decay
of the Michaelis–Menten complex, E-FAD-S, in a
ensemble-averaged~e.g., stop-flow! experiment correspond
to P(t), the probability density oft in our single-molecule
experiment.P(t) is experimentally measured by construc
ing the histogram oft. In the absence of dynamic disorde
P(t) is a single exponential function,P(t)5kcatexp
(2kcatt). The histogram in Fig. 8 appears to be single ex
nential decay, though the statistics are not good enoug
distinguish single or multiexponential distributions. Is the
dynamics disorder ofkcat, similar to Eq.~5!? As discussed
before, if interconversion rate constants among conform

FIG. 7. Real-time observation of enzymatic turnovers of a single choles
oxidase~COx! molecule catalyzing oxidation of cholesterol molecules
oxygen. The emission from a single COx molecule as a function of tim
plotted. Each on–off cycle in the emission intensity trajectory correspo
to an enzymatic turnover. The Michaelis–Menten mechanism of the e
matic reaction is shown in the inset.~Adapted from Ref. 12.!

FIG. 8. Histogram of the on-times of a COx fluorescence intensity trajec
taken at a high substrate concentration at whichkcat is rate-limiting. The
solid line is a single exponential fit withk253.960.5s21. ~Adapted from
Ref. 12.!
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tional states of differentkcat are much faster thankcat, P(t)
should be a single exponential with the decay rate cons
being the average ofkcat of all conformational states. Fo
slow interconversion,P(t) should be a multiexponential dis
tribution. However,P(t) contains no information on inter
conversion rate constants.

A much more sensitive way to evaluate the dynamic d
order is the autocorrelation function oft,

C~m!5^Dt~0!Dt~m!&/^Dt2&5
( iDt~ i !Dt~ i 1m!

( iDt2~ i !
,

~19!

wherem is the index number for the turnovers andDt(m)
5t(m)2^t&, with the bracket denoting the average alo
the trajectory. In the absence of dynamic disorder,C(0)51
andC(m)50(m.0). In the presence of dynamic disorde
C(m) decays at the timescale of interconversion from
initial (m51) amplitude, which reflects the variance of th
rate constant among different conformations.

Figure 9 shows theC(m) derived from a single-
molecule trajectory of cholesterol oxidase with saturat
concentration of substrate. The decay constant is
60.3 s. Dynamic disorder ofkcat is evident. The dynamic
disorder is not apparent from the seemingly single expon
tial histogram in Fig. 8 because of motional narrowing. A
suming there are two conformers with different values
kcat, they have to differ by at least a factor of 10 in order
account for theC(m).68 This is obviously not a small effect
A Brownian diffusion model also fits the data well.68 In light
of the new experiment summarized above, an anomalous
fusion description involving a broad distribution of confo
mations might be more appropriate. However, we do not
know whether theC(m) in Fig. 9 is a single exponential or
stretched exponential decay because of noise associated
the limited length of the trajectory.

Single-molecule studies of dynamic disorder have be
the subject of an increasing amount of theoreti
work,47,52,68–76Several theoretical investigations have be
focused on the cholesterol oxidase experiment, with so

ol

is
s
y-

y

FIG. 9. Autocorrelation function of the on-times for the same trajectory
in Fig. 8. C(m)5^Dt(0)Dt(m)&/^Dt2&, m being the index numbers o
turnovers.Dt(m)5t(m)2^t&. The fact thatC(m) is not simply a spike at
m50 indicates dynamic disorder ofkcat. The time constant of the deca
gives the timescale of thekcat fluctuation.~Adapted from Ref. 12.!
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dealing with discrete conformational states68,73,75and others
using Brownian diffusion models.68,74 It is interesting to note
that recent theoretical work on single-molecule enzymolo
emphasizes the effect of energetics on the nonequlibrium
ture of enzymatic reactions.77,78

Are there any fluctuations of conformation and enz
matic activity at even longer time scales? A single-molec
enzymatic assay pioneered by Yeung’s group has reve
static disorder in enzymatic turnover rates of pure enzy
molecules.79 In a capillary tube containing a solution o
highly diluted enzyme molecules of lactate dehydrogena
and concentrated substrate molecules~lactate and nicotina-
mide adenine dinucleotide, NAD1), each enzyme molecul
produced a discrete zone of thousands of NADH molecu
after 1 hour of incubation. The zones were then eluted
capillary electrophoresis and monitored by natural fluor
cence of NADH. The enzyme molecules had a broad dis
bution of activity. The heterogeneity was found to be static
the hour time scale because the same enzyme molecule
duces the same zone intensity after another incubation
riod. The heterogeneity was also independent of the posi
of the enzyme molecule in the capillary tube. The origin
the static disorder was attributed to different conforme
which is not inconsistent with the fact there exist extrem
large barriers between the conformers. Dovichi and
workers have used a similar approach to study calf intest
alkaline phosphatase and found an even broader, multip
distribution of activities.80 This static disorder was attribute
to glycosylation and other post-translational modificatio
which produce nonidentical copies of the enzyme. Of cou
one would want to do single-molecule experiments with p
samples of ‘‘identical’’ copies of molecules. Dovichi’s grou
has recently examined bacterial alkaline phosphatase
found no variation on the hour-long time scale.81 While
Yeung’s lactate dehydrogenenase was also electropho
cally pure, the existence of the variations ofkcat on the hour-
long timescale remains to be tested on other systems.
note a similar long-time memory effect has also been
served on single ribozyme molecules.82 Ergodicity is depen-
dent on the time scale of the measurement. If extremely h
barriers exist, even identical single molecules could exh
an apparent static distribution on the hour-long scale. Suf
to say that the conformational fluctuation and dynamic d
order of enzymatic reaction on the subsecond time sc
existed for every enzyme molecule that we studied in the
and COx systems.

We expect the dynamic disorder to be a general phen
enon in enzymology, which has been otherwise maske
ensemble-averaged measurements. Similar slow enzym
rate changes have been inferred previously from other
nomeric enzyme systems, and hypothesized to be releva
physiological enzymatic regulation.83–85 In any case, the
availability of conformations with different enzymatic rate
opens up possibilities for control. If nature really takes a
vantage of or even orchestrated the dynamic disorder,
evolution consequence poses an interesting question.
gardless of whether the hypothesis is true or not, the sin
molecule approach allowed us to ask and to tackle this q
tion. The physiological relevance of the dynamic disord
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phenomenon, if any, will be best investigated by sing
molecule experiments in cellular environments, which a
currently being pursued in many laboratories.

V. SUMMARY

We have given a perspective of the single-molecule
proach to conformational and enzymatic dynamics. T
single-molecule approach is extremely useful in study
dispersed kinetics and dynamic disorder. In particular, fl
rescence lifetime experiments of natural fluoropho
quenched by electron transfer reactions yielded new dyna
information previously unavailable. Our single-molecule e
periments have provided the picture and added quantita
understanding that an enzyme molecule is a dynamic en
with conformational fluctuation spanning a vast range
time scales. The slow conformational changes lead to fl
tuations of biochemical reactivity. Further studies of the co
formational and enzymatic dynamic with the single-molec
approach will shed light on how enzyme work at a level
great details.
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